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It was quieter in WestPac this year.
We spent the winter there.
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The place had changed in subtle ways. There were
fewer ships in Subic, Blaylock's had been replaced by
Guerrero's and you could even tell the difference
between Tuesday and Friday night across the River.
The frantic pace that had marked the Western Pacific
in previous years had slowed. There seemed to be
more time; time to sharpen the seamanship and
operations skills of all areas of Naval endeavor; time
for softball, and basketball, and rugby; time to host
an Australian frigate, and time to turn aside and help
a Sharjahan merchantman adrift for three days in the
Arabian Sea.
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There was time to browse in Hong Kong and time to stop
in Singapore en route from Special Operations in
February to the eight weeks of intensive integrated task
group training in the Indian Ocean, Not only did we
'cross the Line, but we also left astern the meridian
marking the back side of the world from our new
homeport of Pearl Harbor.

We were miles from nowhere for days on end and in and
out of the busiest ports in the world. And all the while,
whether ashore or at sea, the machine that was our
home, our workshop, and our only means of transporta-
tion, demanded our constant attention with engines to
be kept running, pantries to be stocked, and weapons
systems to be maintained in a high state of readiness,
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We were busy - no question, relying on one another in
ways we never realized, for one another's safety, and for
the satisfaction of having done a job well, together. But
there was time this time, for friendships to develop and
for exploring the Orient and Middle East in a way that
had not been possible before. It was quieter in WestPac
this year. And it made October through May rich
months indeed.
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Commander Howard L. Pabst, USN

COMMAATDIIVG OFFICER
Commander Howard L. PABST, a native of Syracuse, New york, was graduated from
the U'S' Naval Academy and commissioned an Ensign in 1958. Commander pABST was
first assigned to the USS PERRY (DD 844) and served as Damage Control Assistant.
Subsequently he served as Main Propulsion Assistant and as Anti-Submarine Warfare
Officer in USS DEWEY (DLG 14) from her commissioning in December 1959 to
December 1961. From January 1962 through 1963 Commander PABST served as
Engineer officer of USS BTDDLE (DDG b), later renamed USs RTCKETTS. From
January 1964 to September 1965, he served as an instructor in Naval Tactics at the U.S.
Naval Academy and from October 1965 to August 1967 he commanded USS NOXUBEE
(AOG 56) participating in POL supply operations in the northern areas of the Republic
of Vietnam. Commander PABST next served as Executive Officer of USS RICHARD E.
BYRD (DDG 23) and then on the staff of Commander Cruiser-Destroyer Force, U.S.
Atlantic Fleet. From April 1971 to April 7972he served as Assistant Senior Advisor to the
Vietnamese Fleet in the Republic of Vietnam. He next attended the Naval War College,
concurrently earning a Master of Science Degree in International Affairs from George
washington university, and assumed command of uss soMERs (DDG 34) on 29
September 1973. Commander PABST has been awarded the Bronze Star Medal with
combat distinguishing device and the Combat Action Ribbon. Commander PABST is
married to the former Jean Ann WOLFROM of Syracuse, New York and they have two
sons.
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A Message From The Commanding Officer
At no time in history, other than perhaps during the in-
volvement in World Wars, has naval power played so in-
fluential a role in American foreign policy. Through the
broad reaches of the Western Pacific into the vast ex-
panse of the Indian Ocean, SOMERS, during her recent
deployment, provided the vital U.S. presence, visible to
friend and potential foe alike, so essential to the success
of U.S. foreign pplicy in those areas.

Our presence represented the interest of the American
people in the peace and security of those areas in which

we steamed. Our presence was paid for by the sacrifice of
the American citizenry, and it was implemented by the
sacrifice and professionalism of the outstanding young
men who serve in SOMERS.

To each of you who made this deployment the brilliant
success that it was, I offer my sincerest Well Done. You
have once again, in the unforgiving environment of the
sea, proved you are SUPER SOMERSMEN.

H. L. Pabst
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(TOP) Commodore P. S. Beaman. (BOTTOM)
YN3 P. Nistico; YN1 G, Grimes and LCDR N.
Mayo.



COMDESROIT 35
Destroyer Squadron Thirty-five,commanded by Captain P. S.
Beaman, USN, and composed of USS BREWTON (DE-
1086), USS BADGER (DE-1071), USS ROBERT E.
PEARY (DE-1073), USS HAROLD E. HOLT (DE-10?4),
and the flagship USS SOMERS (DDG-34), departed Long
Beach on 9 October, 1973 for a homeport shift to Pearl Harbor
to be followed by deployment to the Western Pacific,

Commodore Beaman shifted his flag to USS BREWTON
(DE-1086) on 8 November, departing in company with USS
ORISKANY (CVA-34) for operations in the Indian Ocean.
Due to SOMERS assignment to escort duty in Indian Ocean
waters late in the cruise, she returned to Pearl Harbor in-
dependently, rejoining the squadron there.

(TOP) LTJG Rundall and LCDR J. Vroom ponder the next
Tove. (BELOW) LT J. Erkkila and LT L. 

-sharpe; 
RMCS

Kelton.



COMDESROIT 23

(TOP) LCDR J. Athenson; CSO E. Hansen and Commodore
Conolly. (BOTIOM) Commodore Conolly welcomes RADM
Davis, CTG 77.7, aboard. SOMERS; LT. R. Moore, LTJG G.
Bullard.

SOMERS assumed duties as flagship of Commander,
Destroyer Squadron Twenty-three, Captain Robert C.
Conolly II, USN, on 2 March,7974 and served as the
nerve center for screen operations during a six week tour
of duty in the Indian Ocean. For the staff of DESRON 28.
it was the second consecutive stint in the Indian Ocean,
having departed Subic in December with the USS
BAINBRIDGE Task Group.



Executiye Qfficer
LCDR Richard H. Wyttenbach, who joined
SOMERS late on the previous deployment, was XO
for the bulk of the cruise, departing from Karachi for
duty with the staff of COMNAVMARIANAS. In and
out of every space, involved with people as well as
paper, "Professor" Wyttenbach cared about
SOMERS.



Ir{ew Executiu e Officer
Anyone who would go all the way to Karachi to catch a ship
has to be interested in his new job. Returning to Subic and
then to Pearl as SOMERS' Executive Officer, LCDR Jere
Mackin has proven that he is.
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13 December spelled the start of several bad days for

Iocal submariners as SOMERS was underway for the

start of DOLPHIN-II-?4, a comprehensive ASW exer-

cise, that began with an opposed sortie from Subic'

SOMERS was tasked, along with USS McMORRIS
(DE-1036) and USS MARVIN SHIELDS (DE-1063)

to screen USS KAWISHI (40-46) as she transited

from the harbor to the exercise operation area'

SOMERS' sonarmen obtained contact on USS

GRAYBACK (LPSS-574) who was providing services

as the "aggressor submarine" late in the afternoon on

the 13th and successfully herded her away from

KAWISHIWI as the oiler proceeded to sea'

14 December was highlighted by two successful

ASROC firings as the problem continued with similar

results. SOVtnnS kept continual pressure on the

submarine and co-ordinated numerous dual ship at-

tacks, frustrating GRAYBACK's every attempt to

penetrate the screen.
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(ABOVE) "Fish Away!", SOMERS'torpedomen launch an over-the

side shot;'Even the most sophisticated gear needs paint; SN Soltysiak'

iOppOSrtnl Clifton shows Ortiz the ropes;-Engle the bookworm;

bhief Triarchis supervises the loading of a cell'
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MAIA{TEIVAIV C E AIVD T]PKEEP

The simple fact is that the work is never done, there
are always decks to sand, boilers to care fot, antennas
fo be painted and computers to be tweaked. But there
are always shipmates to helP'



PMS, IDWRs, the special language of the maintenance world that kept
us busy but in business. It was nowhere more evident than in the day to
day battle against the corrosive effects of salt water, and the debilating
effects of machinery age that we had to count on the other guy to do his
job, and do it well.
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(TOP) Duckworth's popcorn concession; Reusch and Naz tak-
ing five in 51 Charlie. (BOTTOM) Welding the waterlines;
IC3 Yates.



(TOP) The men of WD; (BOTTOM) Alto always CLAIMED somebody was
stealing his shirts; There's room for laughter even in the forward firer-oom.
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(TOP) Navarro tries out a proposed recipe for the General Mess.
(BOTTOM) "Can you beat six aces?"; Doc Watling (or is it Welby?!?).



(TOP) Pagaduan and Beamon string the welcome aboard
banner in Singapore; Gibbs frapping lines. (BOTTOM)
Storey on an iced tea run; Aure beseiged by pots and pans.
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CHRISTMAS 73
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"Now all hands shift into
the uniform of the day for
entering Hong Kong . .',
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Hong Kong, the renowned city of intrigue and romance opened her
arms to SOMERS in January for four days of liberty and sightsee-
ing. Even with inflationary exchange rates nibbling away at the
value of the dollar, water taxis hourly made the accomodation
ladder, laden with packages and souvenirs. The bargain was in the
beauty of the city, in the flavors, the lights and the appeal of the
busiest port in the Orient. Hong Kong, like San Francisco, is a
walking town, and when the ladder streets, and the parks of Vic-
toria have been explored, a nickel ride on the Star Ferry means a
fresh start in Kowloon. There was beer and darts at the Waltzin'
Matilda and spirits to wet a man's whistle at the Ocean in Wan
Chai. There was jade and gold and diamonds and the chance of a
Iifetime to visit Old Cathav. We hated to leave.

I
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Back To Sea
(TOP) RMI Alsup; Coffee's about ready. (tsOTTOM)
Lavelle gets into his work; Stamper tracks a skunk; Lingad
rustles up dinner.
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(TOP) Love that blower; Delaurentis' Loan and Finance Co.
(BOTTOM) The paperwork jungle; SMSN Love; Faus,
Lightner, Budke and Chief Prier enjoy a picnic.



(TOP) FA op; "The
barbershop davs just
go like tha 

" bigg.,
hammer? !; omebodv
put another dime in Clayson's rocking horse.





A SUPER SUIVDAY

(TOP) Price, Donaldson, and King wind up another day; LCDR Oswald; The
sensational Somersmen; (BOTTOM) Late one Sunday afternoon.
(OPPOSITE) "Look, a camera!"; Berel dishes Adams up a drink; School
Call; The threat of war hung always above our heaos.
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Fuel And Food
y). t

(TOP) Probe is seated aft; KITTY HAWK takes a long drink; Fernandez packing long
awaited soda. (OPPOSITE) McBride totes a bullet; Cowboy asks for tension on the rig;
VERTREPS mean lots of stores in little time.
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(OPPOSITE) Chapman stows his lifejacket; Soltysiak and Olsen
heave.around smartly; Baker_keeps tab"on filiing iiie forward tanks;-'rs tnts any way to run an airline?,,; Making room for the next drop.

(ABqV,E) Nystul learned to write backwards at ,.A,,school; Glissman
and Huber prepare a load of pallets; The lighter side of refueling; It aiicomes down to manpower.
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(OPPOSITE) Lt. Lyons cons alongside; SK's at
(ABOVE) Green deck; "I wonder if gas lines are
Miller; Crowe sorts a beer bonanza; Aitist at work:



The Straits Of Malacca . . .

. An Oriental

Cross roads
(ABOVE) Singapore skyline; Happiness is a warm scrum; OS1

Bowmar receives decoration; SOMERS ruggers threaten HMNZS
OTAGO. (OPPOSITE) Clark in search of a recipe for spaghetti
sauce; Omenson and Mr. Weckerle discuss ship to shop work; BT2
Smith.
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(ABOVE) The magazine crew mans up; GENERAL
QUARTERS for a gunshoot; Gunners Mates swab out
YOSEMITE SAM (OPPOSITE) SOMERS tows a sled;
"Boats" Bremer; Stationing the balloon recovery detail; Soft
dutv at best.
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(ABOVE) SOMERS whaleboat alongside CURRO; LTJG
Baltz attempts to establish comms; Grateful crew members.



While steaming with Task .Group 77.7 across the
Northern Arabian Sea, SOMERS paused to render
assistance to the Sharjan merchantmen, CURRO,
which had been adrift for three days. SOMERS'
machinists mates and hull technicians repaired the
ailing craft and she continued to the Trucial Coast.
Closing the coast of Pakistan, SOMERS rescued
another sailor with navigation problems. His photo is
above.







Long bright days in the Indian Ocean saw no letup in the need to care
for the ship or its combat systems. (ABOVE) Smitty and Lewis apply-
ing cosmetics; Freq Freak Smith.
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It had been a long night on watch, but at
daybreak it was ascertained that the bore was

clear, that the swirl was negative' in the
midships head and that the 48 radar was

rotating on schedule. The royal barge signalled
SOMERS to heave to, and Davy Jones and
King Neptune embarked for a full day of
festivities. SOMERS Shellbacks had prepared a

royal reception indeed, and the pollywogs were
properly initiated into that Ancient Order of the
Deep.
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TASK GROUP
77.7
(ABOVE) The United States Indian Ocean Squadron; USS
KITTYHAWK; USS BRONSTEIN; USS KIRK
(BOTTOM') Even the Russians need cruisebook photos.
(OPPOSITE) Long watch in Main Control; The rack monster
ready to pounce; FTM2 Torres-great nephew of Pancho Villa;
FTM1 Higgins.
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(ABOVE) "You say you're looking for a fight?"; Painting
out Sleepy Hollow. FTG2 Jones in the hydraulic rain fbrest;
Fantail frolics; High voltage eiectricians at work.
(OPPOSITE) "Your two tens beat my three ones."; Slayton
gauging the size of the job; TMSN Jones selects a tune.
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(ABOVE) "Anybody seen the Sears sale catalog?"; Lunak watches the plant;
Prockish checks in. (OPPOSITE) LTJG Webster briefs the Boss on the en-
trance to Karachi; Cheif Lacy points the way.
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Four days in Karachi was a welcome break in the
tempo of operations in the Indian Ocean.
SOMERS, as flagship for COMDESRON 23,

hosted Official visits by senior Pakistani naval of-
ficers and by IvI. Gordon Tiger, the,American Con-
sul General (shown reviewing the Honor Guard at
right) . Somersmen rode in horse-drawn carriages to
the Brass Bazaar and to Woodbirds' Furniture for
great buys in brass and polished rosewood. The
Super's rugby team won its only match of the
cruise on a warm afternoon at the American
School, while the basketball team staged a one
beam exhibition of dribbling, shooting and ball
handling skills.
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Departing Karachi, SOMERS rejoined Task Group
77 .7 for a final two weeks of operations which included
participation in a demonstration of combined naval
weapons systems in the Persian Gulf as part of the
1974 CENTO conference. Dignitaries in attendance
included the Shah of Iran and Admiral Thomas
Moorer, now retired, ehairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff.
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Flying Machines And Other Phenomena

There were airplanes everywhere you looked - phantoms, A-
6's, S-2's, and the helicopters which seemed to hover in the
background of every demonstration. With cameras at the
ready, Somersmen manned the rails in a rather impromptu
fashion to view the spectacle which was culminated by a fly-
by of an A-5 Vigilante, complete with flaming afterburners.
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There were lonelv hours too.





Finally heading East, SOMERS loaded out for a long transit.
(ABOVE) "For a minute there I thought those were spareribs!',
Hill gives Nelson 'Bombs Away'; 'Z' demonstrateJ effective
leadership technique.

I



llers you still have to carry the stuff; Stores workinq

.t*1"1.1to.,,,somebody 
break out' a ffi ;.;;rid



Faces in the crowd; (ABOVE) Wilson scrubbing trays; Holden mulT-gvrl
ttre tlte of a snipe; Thomas thinking about making first; (OPPOSITE)
Blackbeard tttu"i h"d a crew like this; The world of dials and gauges'
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(OPPOSITE) Berglund looking for applause; Spencer and Deich;
Chief Snipe and Co.; QMSN Rawhouser; Lindy takes a close iook at
some gear. (AEOVE) Outward bound from the I.O..: ,,Looks like lots of
water to me."; Another canned AAWEX.
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(ABOVE) Pulsifer passes taps; Johnson and Sabin look
over a valve; LT Carlson; Cena awaits helo detail;
"Three turns equals how many knots?" (OPPOSITE)
"Laundry?! For you a special deal." Hosey and Mr.
LaCava talk shop; "How do you like it cut? Short or
fast??"; Away the motor whaieboat.
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(OPPOSITE) The ghost of Singapore past - Mr. Gilbert. Chism in the
Iatest in flame.resistant suits; "I knew you would like it" (ABOVE) A
study in concentration; Peppy; "Wait till I find the man that stole my
coffee cup."





(OPPOSITE) "A bargain at twice the price."; "Sometimes it gets

lonesome down here."; Fa'Gogo relaxing; "Hello, NewYork??"; Unrep
revisited. (ABOVE) QMC Kelsey; Chief Fairbanks demonstrates
some PMS; "Sun's a little bright up here,"; "I think this is cake'"
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Looking Back
There were miles behind us now as SOMERS rounded
Singapore, parted company with KITTYHAWK and steam-
ed into, and through Subic, on an overnight stop. It was time
to take a minute and reflect back on all that had been, on the
people and the places that had made the cruise, each in a un-
rque way, our own.

We had shown the Flag, and demonstrated the ability of
American naval forces to project power for peace to the
farthest reaches of the Globe. We could look back with pride
on the accomplishment of a most demanding mission, and in
doing so, found it satisfying indeed.
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R 0203062 N4AY 74
FA,{ COA,4SEVENTHFLT
TO {JSS SOIME]R,S

INIFO COI\4CRUDESPAC SANI DIEGO C i
CTF SEVEN F'IVE
ET
UNOLAS E F.T o i/ N ()$$d@ /t
SAYONIARA
1. SOI\{ER,S IS CON/IPtETI\ G ..
DEPTOYN4ENT OF WHICH EVERY }IA]i
ONEOARD CA}q EE PROUD. YOU FI.{I,.:
OPERATED F'ROh,T ONE END O 

'SEVENTHFLT'S AREA TO THE OTT-{EF
PERFOR&4ING A WIDE VARIETY OI
DEN4ANDING TASKS. YOUR PAR:.
IOTPATION IN TASK GROUF oPS .{]T-
VIP VISITS HAS EEEN CHAR.ACTER,IZED B-f
PROFESSIONALiSIM ANTD FINE SPIRIT.
2. I WISH YOU A SPEEDY A}dD HAPP\
REUNION WITH I-OVED ONES"
VAD}/I GEORGE P. STEEIE, USN.
tsT



Pearl Horbor
The End Of The Line.

(ABOVE) Manhandling a lei; "Been to Karachi, huh?"; "All
hands to quarters for entering port."; Diamond Head - a
most welcome sight. (OPPOSITE) "That's my daughter!"
Wives and lovers - a more welcome sieht.
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It utas quieter in WestPac

FEBRUARY
Underway for Pearl Harbor, SOMERS
new homeport
Arrive Pearl Harbor
Depart Pearl Harbor; WestPac bound
Enter realm of the Golden Dragon

Arrive Subic Bay, R.P.
Underway local operations; Gulf
Tonkin Patrol
Host ship for HMAS PARRAMATTA

Underway ASW training
Underway; Dolphin II-74; NGFS
spotter training

Hong Kong trip
Underway for special operations

OCTOBER
9-

15_

22-
26-

NOVEMBER
5-

tr-20-

28_30_
DECEMBER

3-6-
73-21_

JANUARY
9_18_

20_

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

72- Arrive Singapore
26- Underway for the Indian Ocean r

TG77,7

11- Rescue of the CURRO
19- Crossing the Line ceremony

26-29- Inport Karachi, Pakistan
30- Underway to rejoin TG 77 .7

8- Air show; Straits of Hormuz
23- Detach from TG 77.7 for transit 1

Subic
26-28- Inport Subic Bay, R.p.

29- Underway for home

5- Fuel stop in Guam
13- Moor Pearl Harbor, Hawaii
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